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and the worst since March 2014, when a blast killed
three policemen. Iranian officials have not commented
on yesterday’s bombing. Tehran denies interference in
Bahrain but openly supports opposition groups seeking
greater rights for the Shiite majority. Sporadic violence
aimed at Bahraini security forces has become the norm
since mass, Shiite-led pro-democracy protests were put
down by the government in 2011. Yesterday’s blast also
wounded six policemen, two critically, two of whom are
stable in intensive care, and two who have been dis-
charged, state news agency BNA reported. The force of
the blast ripped a large hole in the wall of the school,
which was closed for the summer holidays, a Reuters
witness said.

Al Wefaq, Bahrain’s largest Shiite opposition move-
ment, condemned the attack in a statement on its web-
site, saying “such acts are alien to the wide peaceful
popular movement which is demanding a democratic
transition in Bahrain”. Sunni Gulf rulers are also deeply
critical of Iranian involvement in regional conflicts in
Iraq, Syria and Yemen, and accuse Tehran of contribut-
ing to the increasingly bitter sectarian rift between

Sunnis and Shiites. In a message posted on his Twitter
account, Bahrain’s foreign minister Sheikh Khalid bin
Ahmed Al-Khalifa, suggested there was no difference
between Sunni or Shiite Islamist militants, adding:
“Their goal is the same, and their reference point is Iran”.
BNA said the explosives were similar to those seized by
security forces on Saturday, which the government says
were smuggled into the country by two Bahrainis with
links to Iran. The cargo intercepted off the country’s
coast included nearly 44 kg of C-4 plastic explosives and
detonators, along with assault rifles and ammunition. 

Bahrain also recalled its ambassador to Tehran for
consultations on Saturday after what it said were
repeated hostile statements made by Iranian officials.
Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif called on
Sunday for a united front among Middle Eastern nations
to fight militancy during a visit to Kuwait. Iran’s role in
the region was unpredictable due to internal divisions,
said Aimen Dean, Managing Director of the Five
Dimensions consultancy. “There is one foreign policy
pursued by (President Hassan) Rouhani and Zarif, and
another pursued by the IRGC and the Qods Force,” he
said, referring to powerful revolutionary factions not
accountable to the elected government. — Agencies 

Blast kills two Bahrain policemen...
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concerns and high emissions of harmful gases, even though
Kuwait was entitled to five years’ notice under the joint agree-
ment Omair said in the letter that Kuwait has been incurring
heavy losses due to the stoppage and warned that Saudi Arabia
will be liable for damages for violating a production sharing
agreement signed in 1965 and a joint operations deal struck in
March 2010. In May, operations at the other oilfield in Wafra were
halted for maintenance, but since then production has not
resumed. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia last month began negotiations
to resolve the dispute but without making any progress. Khafji is
jointly operated by Kuwait Gulf Oil Co (KGOC) and Saudi Aramco
Gulf Operations, while Wafra is operated by KGOC and Saudi
Arabian Chevron. Industry sources say Kuwaiti authorities were
unhappy with Saudi Arabia for renewing an operating agreement
for the Wafra field with Saudi Arabian Chevron for 30 years in
2009 without consulting them. In response, it stopped issuing or
renewing visas for Chevron foreign employees.

In a related development, Shiite MP Abdulhameed Dashti, fac-
ing charges of insulting Saudi Arabia and endangering diplomatic
relations, praised the government for raising the issue of the oil-

fields with Saudi Arabia. Dashti said in a statement that the gov-
ernment should press for Kuwait’s rights, otherwise more fields
may be forced to stop production. 

Meanwhile, the court of appeals yesterday upheld a two-year
jail term against two activists - Ahmad Al-Damkhi and Fahhad Al-
Ajmi - for repeating in public the speech of opposition leader
Musallam Al-Barrak who is himself serving a two-year jail sen-
tence over making the speech in Oct 2012. The speech was
deemed to include remarks insulting to HH the Amir and his
authorities, which Barrak has categorically denied. When the sen-
tence was first issued against Barrak, dozens of activists repeated
the speech in solidarity with Barrak.

The criminal court however acquitted Sheikh Abdullah Salem
Al-Sabah from the charges of insulting the Amir through his
Twitter account. The court accepted claims by Sheikh Abdullah
that his account was hacked and those remarks then published.
Sheikh Abdullah, a member of the ruling family, was detained for
almost six weeks over the accusation. Separately, the criminal
court sentenced Shiite activist Ahmad Ashour to three years in jail
and asked him to pay KD 1,000 to suspend the implementation of
the sentence. Ashour was accused of insulting Saudi Arabia for
leading airstrikes against Shiite Houthi rebels in Yemen.

Probe ordered into leaked Khafji letter
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The price of a litre of octane 95 gasoline will climb 24
percent to 2.14 dirhams (58 US cents) at the start of
August, while diesel will fall 29 percent to 2.05 dirhams,
state news agency WAM reported yesterday. The moder-
ate size of the price changes suggests there will be little
immediate impact on domestic consumption. Demand
in the UAE has more than doubled since 2009 to reach
almost 400,000 barrels per day last year, according to the
Joint Oil Data Initiative which compiles figures from gov-
ernments worldwide.

Consultants at Strategy& said the changes were
unlikely to have a big impact on UAE inflation or eco-
nomic growth, as cheaper diesel would offset more
expensive gasoline. But the new system appears to pave
the way for substantial fuel price hikes in future if Brent
crude, now below $53 per barrel, near six-year lows,
eventually starts to recover. The system “will help
decrease fuel consumption and preserve natural
resources for future generations”, UAE Energy Minister
Suhail bin Mohammed Al-Mazroui said last week. “It will
also encourage individuals to adopt fuel-efficient vehi-
cles, including the use of electric and hybrid cars.”

Marzoui however acknowledged that the hike in gaso-
line prices will likely affect lower-income foreign resi-
dents. In the UAE, foreign residents - many of whom are
lower-income- by far outnumber locals. Marzoui said
lower-income people should take public transport.
“Everyone drives a car even if they cannot afford to drive
a car,” he said. “We cannot ask the government to subsi-
dize those people when they shouldn’t drive cars.”

The reform puts the UAE at the forefront among Gulf
states in pushing through reforms to curb spending and
raise new revenue in an era of cheap oil. Abu Dhabi, the
UAE’s biggest emirate, hiked electricity and water tariffs
in January. The big question for world oil markets is

whether other rich Gulf economies may now follow the
UAE’s example - particularly much bigger Saudi Arabia,
where domestic oil consumption is over five times the
UAE’s level and gasoline at only about 15 US cents per
litre, according to globalpetrolprices.com. “The removal
of transport fuel subsidies in the United Arab Emirates
may set a positive fiscal precedent for other sovereigns
in the region, including those where the public finances
are under more pressure,” credit rating agency Fitch said
in a report.

There has been no sign so far of Saudi Arabia taking
such a step. Although top officials such as the central
bank governor have called for eventual reform of energy
subsidies, a significant proportion of Saudi citizens have
low incomes, in contrast to the UAE. This could make rais-
ing fuel prices politically much more difficult. Some small-
er Gulf states may be emboldened to act, however.
Kuwait raised domestic diesel and kerosene prices in
January, though it partially reversed the hikes a few weeks
later after criticism by some members of parliament.

Officials are now reviewing a range of subsidies,
including those for gasoline, and Kuwait’s Al-Nahar daily
quoted unnamed government sources this week as say-
ing the finance ministry was proposing to raise gasoline
prices about 50 percent by next April. Super-rich gas
producer Qatar does not appear to be under serious
pressure to economize but in the two financially weak-
est states among the wealthy Gulf oil exporters, the
small economies of Oman and Bahrain, reforms may be
imminent.Oman has been studying the possibility of
cutting gasoline subsidies, after reducing natural gas
subsidies for industrial users in January. Bahrain has also
raised natural gas prices for industry and has been look-
ing at a range of other subsidy cuts, though implemen-
tation has been delayed because parliament balked at
the changes and insisted on having more influence on
the process. — Agencies 

UAE petrol price hiked  
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Sousa, who has been Musawi’s trainer for more than a year,
says that “as an athlete I can understand the passion” and that it is
“worthwhile to go on stage”. “I think Haifa has a lot of talent and...
possibilities,” says Sousa, who oversees Musawi’s rigorous fitness
regime and diet, and acts as her manager. While more and more
Arab women are developing interest in the sport and some come
to her, mainly seeking weight-loss training, many are still bur-
dened by “social restrictions”, says Musawi. She says that many of
her male clients also find her “strange” at first but they have slowly
become more accepting. “I have proved it to them.”

Lifting weights at the same gym is Shaza Jamil, a British-born
girl of Yemeni-Pakistani origin. “Men usually ask me: ‘Why are you

building muscles? You’re a girl. Why are you ruining your body?’ But
I am not. I love my body and this is why I do lifting,” she says.
“Society has put in their heads that a woman should not have mus-
cles.” A relative newcomer, Jamil has already won a silver medal in
the bikini category of a British competition after only a year of lift-
ing weights.

Like Musawi, she took to the sport after struggling with her
weight and shape. Her mother had first rejected the idea of her
going on stage as a bodybuilder. “We had drama at home but
when she attended the competition and saw how happy I was
and that I had won,” she began to accept it, says Jamil. “It is true
we wear bikinis on stage but we do nothing wrong. We just show
off our bodies that we worked so hard on,” the brunette says,
defending the sport which she says has “changed my life”. — AFP 

Female bodybuilder looks abroad for ...
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unsuccessfully tried to hide the dead lion’s tracking col-
lar, which was part of a University of Cambridge research
program. “Cecil was skinned and beheaded. We don’t know
the whereabouts of the head,” the charity alleged. Cecil,
aged about 13, was said by safari operators to be an “icon-
ic” animal who was recognized by many visitors to Hwange
due to his distinctive black mane. Hwange attracted 50,000
visitors last year, about half of them from abroad.

Bronkhorst and local landowner Honest Ndlovu will
appear in court in Victoria Falls today to face poaching
charges. “Both the professional hunter and land owner had
no permit or quota to justify the offtake of the lion and
therefore are liable for the illegal hunt,” the Zimbabwean
Parks Authority said in a statement yesterday. “(They) are
being jointly charged for illegally hunting the lion.” The
statement made no mention of Palmer, but added that
Bronkhorst’s son Zane was also wanted for questioning.

Palmer, whose whereabouts was not known, is an experi-
enced trophy hunter from Minnesota. He is well-known in
US hunting circles as an expert shot with his bow and arrow,
and has travelled across the world in pursue of leopards,
buffalo rhino, elk and other large mammals. His dentistry’s
website and Facebook page appeared to have been closed
down yesterday after being flooded by fierce criticism.

Some hunting of lions and other large animals is legal in
countries such as South Africa, Namibia and Zimbabwe,
where permits are issued allowing hunters to kill specific
older beasts that are beyond breeding age. It is outlawed
in Zimbabwe’s national parks. “We use hunting as a conser-
vation tool,” Fundira said. “Hunting is only based on ani-
mals which have been vigorously checked in terms of qual-
ifying.” The Zimbabwe Conservation Task Force said Cecil
had cubs, which were likely to be killed by the lion that
took over in the group’s hierarchy. In May, a Texan hunter
shot an elderly black rhinoceros in Namibia after buying a
government-issued licence for $350,000. — AFP 

US dentist kills beloved Zimbabwean lion 
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percentage, expected to rise next year.” Saleh said total rev-
enues for FY 2014-15 were KD 24.926 billion compared to KD
31.811 billion in the previous year, meaning income decreased by
21.6 percent. He said oil proceeds dropped to KD 22.502 billion
against KD 29.292 billion in the previous year, plunging by 23.2
percent. However, Saleh noted oil revenues made up 90.3 percent
of total state income. It was 92.1 percent in the previous fiscal
year. The general revenues to GDP ratio plunged from 58.7 per-
cent in FY 2013-14 to 46.3 percent in FY 2014-15.

Despite the drop in revenues, said Saleh, spending continued
to grow in FY 2014-15. Expenditures reached KD 21.415 billion
compared to around KD 18.903 billion in the last fiscal year, an
increase of 13.3 percent. He said KD 5.303 billion went to salaries,
growing by 5.3 percent than the previous year, while spending on
projects, maintenance and land was KD 1.662 billion compared to
KD 1.530 billion in the previous year. 

Saleh noted that KD 11.227 billion went to miscellaneous

expenses and transfers, increasing by 26.1 percent.  Early this
month, the National Assembly approved a budget for the current
fiscal year that envisages a deficit of KD 8.18 billion ($27.0 billion)
- nearly half total spending - because of oil’s plunge since mid-
2014, which has slashed energy export revenues. The government
is looking at ways to save money by limiting energy subsidies and
other handouts, and this has worried a public used to a lavish cra-
dle-to-grave welfare system.

Saleh had previously said Kuwait, which has huge financial
reserves, was considering various options to cover the deficit,
including bond issues. Yesterday, he did not comment in any
detail on possible government spending cuts, beyond saying a
study was underway that would be presented to the cabinet once
completed. He did not specify when that might happen. Kuwait’s
Al-Nahar daily quoted unnamed government sources this week as
saying the finance ministry was proposing to raise gasoline prices
about 50 percent by next April to reduce its subsidy burden.
Efforts to deal with the budget deficit will not affect salaries and
privileges provided to public servants, Saleh said. — Agencies 

Kuwait readies sukuk laws as budget...

A youth jumps in the sea near a southern suburb of Athens yesterday. — AFP


